Biography and Profile of The Spider Anderson Silva - ThoughtCo Former middleweight champion Anderson The Spider Silva’s official UFC fighter profile, with news, biography, skill breakdown, MMA fight. UFC Minute host Lisa Foiles recaps Brazil’s success at UFC 208 and previews several Brazilian Images for Anderson Silva: The Inspirational Story of UFC Superstar Anderson Silva (Anderson Silva Unauthorized Biography, The Spider, Brazil) Anderson da Silva is a Brazilian professional mixed martial artist currently signed with the . Silva was born on April 14, 1975, in São Paulo, Brazil. On March 1, 2008, at UFC 82 Silva fought Pride Middleweight champion Dan . Champion B.J. Penn to be the greatest pound-for-pound fighter in the history of the sport. ? Anderson The Spider Silva - Official UFC® Fighter Profile - UFC.com Anderson Silva - Biography - IMDb Anderson The Spider Silva MMA Stats, Pictures, News, Videos . ? Anderson is a Brazilian mixed martial artist and former UFC Middleweight Champion. Silva was the UFC’s longest reigning champion and also holds the Anderson Silva - Wikipedia Anderson Silva official Sherdog mixed martial arts stats, photos, videos, breaking news, and more for the Middleweight fighter from Brazil. Anderson Silva The Spider. Anderson Silva. Born: 1975-04-14. AGE: 43 Country Curitiba, Parana Brazil loss, Michael Bisping - UFC Fight Night 84 - Silva vs. Bisping Feb / 27 / 10 May 2017. Anderson Silva is an MMA fighter famous for his diverse range of techniques and backgrounds from He competes for the UFC, and his nickname is “The Spider”. “When I started out, Jiu-Jitsu was really an elite thing in Brazil, and there was some prejudice . The Story of Irish MMA Star Conor McGregor.